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About TANKARIA Website
Edited By: Nasir Lotiya
This website was registered on Feb 16, 2007, at 6:35 AM. It was the first
website of our beloved village. It was known as "Tankaria Wetpaint website"
up to May 2013. Due to the change of ownership of the service provider from
Wet Paint to Wiki Foundry in May 2013, all wet paint websites became wiki
foundry websites. For this reason, from May 29, 2013, tankaria wetpaint
website also became tankaria.wikifoundry.com

Contact Us
(1) Nasirhusen Ahmed Lotiya- nasirlotiya@gmail.com
(2) Mustak Suleman Daula- mustak_daula@yahoo.com
(3) Matin Basirahmed Manman- matin4ever@gmail.com
(4) Iqbal Gulam Bhuta- (Iqbalbhai passed away on September 02, 2015 at
Canada.)

Our Vision- "Connecting People- Collecting and Sharing ideas"
Everyone has past experiences that are worth sharing.
Progress is not possible without proper communication. To reach our goal,
we need to connect people and have effective communications. By connecting
people, our aim is to get ideas and support from Tankarvi brothers, our
elders, and professional experts of our community living all around the
world.

Our Mission- Progress of our beloved village Tankaria and its people
Tankarvis living all around the world.

An idea that is developed and put into action is more important than an
idea that exists only as an idea.
Let’s unite for the progress of our beloved village. “We are only as strong
as we are united, as weak as we are divided.”
A chain is only as strong as its weakest link.

Our goals- When we set a goal, we need to be as specific as possible.

Knowing exactly what we want to achieve keeps us motivated until we get
there. We need to think about the specific actions that need to be taken to
reach our goals. We need to discuss and set the most urgent priorities. We
need to know what our priorities are and how we are doing. Please share
your ideas on our Tankaria Message Board (Link provided on the Home Page).
Please feel free to post your messages in English, Gujarati, Simple
Gujarati written in Latin/Roman alphabets or Hindi.
A goal sometimes seems so far off, and our progress often appears to be so
painfully slow, but not losing hope we need to continue with our best
efforts. Of course, teamwork is needed. We all have to take our part at our
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level at the same time we have to motivate all those Tankarvis who are
really into the action.
we need to continue with more precise and collective efforts to reach all
our goals one by one.

Progress- Alhamdulillah, so much good work done by Tankarvis during the

last few years, and now we can see very good progress in Tankaria. We all
are thankful to all those Tankarvis for their vision, for their great
ideas, for their financial supports, for their hard and inspirational
works.We have done some remarkable progress due to team spirit.
Even though we all Tankarvis worked hard, and we have made remarkable
progress still, we need to continue with more precise and collective
efforts to reach our goals.
Let's all work together to achieve our goals one by one. Let's work as a
team.
Tankaria Satellite View 1
Tankaria Satellite View 2
Tankaria Satellite View 3
.

Tankaria Satellite View 4
Click on the above links to see satellite views of our beloved Village
Tankaria. Click on Village Name Tankaria. Click on the + sign for Zoom in
and click on the - sign for zoom out. You will able to locate your street
and even your house with little effort.
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